Turning Back Time?
HMS researchers have discovered a new and reversible cause of aging in mice.

Autism Clusters
An investigation into clinical histories shows surprising evidence of multiple, distinct "autisms."

Old DNA, New Revelations
Completion of the first high-quality Neanderthal genome digs into the roots of ancient human history.

Featured Events
12.25.13 BWH Dept. of Surgery Grand Rounds. 45 Francis St., Bornstein Amphitheater. 8:15 a.m.
01.06.14 IRB Clinic. Courtyard Cafe, Alpert Bldg., 2 p.m.
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Awards and Recognitions
Dean's Blog
Harvard Medicine Magazine
Paper Chase
Harvard Health Publications Blog

Family Matters
The latest issue of Harvard Medicine magazine explores how medicine illuminates the bonds between generations.